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Step Action 

 This document details the fields that are required to be setup in order to save an 

Account to a Job. Optional fields are defined below Step #16, but detailed entry steps 

are not provided. 
 

1.  Click the Setup Accounts on Job Master program on the Operations/Project 

Management Menu. 
 

 
 

2.  Click in the Job Number field. 
 

 
 

        3. Click the Find button. 
 

 
 

4.  The records that appear after clicking Find, are the Accounts that have already been 

entered on, or copied to, the Job. In order to enter Accounts manually, you need to get 

to a blank row, which will appear after the last record in the grid.  
 

If there are already Accounts on the Job, open all Records by clicking the  button, or 

enter ZZZ in the Cost Code QBE, then click the Find button again. ZZZ will bring up 

an empty grid you can enter Accounts into. 
 

 
 

5.  The Level of Detail of the Account you are adding will determine which fields in the 

grid will contain information. The two most basic Levels of Detail are 7 and 9.  
 

Level 7 is the “Account Header” or the title of the Account. This is the name that will 

appear on Cost Reports as the name of the Account. Level 9 is where transactions occur. 

In order to code costs to an Account, a Level of Detail 9 must be setup. 
 

Levels of Detail determine how information is sorted on the Total Job Cost (TJC) 

Report and in the Job Status Inquiry (JSI). Levels of Detail 4, 5 and 6 can be used to 

sort Accounts that contain that Account structure. Levels of Detail 8 are “rollup levels”. 

The JSI will group all Accounts between two Levels of Detail 8, together into a 

summary line. Level of Detail 8 can also be used for cost transactions similar to Level 

of Detail 9, and is used for Subcontracts, so that each Subcontract Account is shown 

with a summary on the JSI and no Subcontract Accounts are rolled into other non-

relevant summaries.  
 

For more information on Levels of Detail, contact your Business Unit Controller or a 

Business Analyst. 
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6.  Enter the desired information into the Cost Type # field. For Account Headers (Level 

of Detail 7), leave this field blank.  
 

 
 

Cost Type # is the Object Account for Levels of Detail 9 Accounts. For Cost 

Accounts, the value will be between 5000 and 5999. For Revenue Accounts, the value 

will be between 4000 and 4999. Use the Visual Assist (circled in the screen shot above) 

to see a list of acceptable values for this field. 
 

When the desired information is entered, press the Tab key or click in the next field. 
 

7.  The Cost Type field will be completed automatically with the alpha value associated 

with the numerical Cost Type # (Object Account) entered in Step #7, as applicable. For 

Account Headers (Level of Detail 7) and any Level of Detail less than 7 (4, 5 or 6), 

leave this field blank. 
 

 
 

Press the Tab key or click in the next field. 
 

8. The Cost Code field is where the number associated with the chosen Level of Detail is 

entered. There is no system validation for this field, so it is important that it be 

entered accurately. For Levels of Detail 4, 5 and 6, this value will be less than 8 digits. 

For Levels of Detail 7, 8 and 9, the value is required to be 8 digits. Enter the desired 

number in the Cost Code field. 
 

 
 

Press the Tab key or click in the next field. 
 

9.  The Description field will be completed automatically with the Description associated 

with the numerical Cost Type # (Object Account) entered in Step #7, as applicable. If 

no value was entered in Step #7, enter the desired Description for the Account. 
 

  Or   
 

Press the Tab key or click in the LD (Level of Detail) field. 
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10.  Complete the LD (Level of Detail) field with the applicable Level of Detail for the line 

you are entering. See Step #5 for a description of Levels of Detail.  If this field is not 

completed, a Level of Detail 9 is automatically assigned to it. 
 

 Or  
 

Press the Tab key or click in the next field. 
 

11.  The PE (Posting Edit) field determines whether the Account can accept transactions. 

For Level of Detail 4, 5, 6 and 7 Account Headers, this should be populated with an 

“N”. For Level of Detail 9 Accounts, this should be populated with a “blank”. Use the 

Visual Assist  to see a list of acceptable values for this field (only 2 examples are 

shown below). 
 

        
 

Press the Tab key or click in the next field. 
 

12.  Enter the MC (Method of Computation). Methods of Computation determine the 

formula the system uses to calculate Estimated at Completion (EAC) values. If this field 

is not completed, a Method of Computation “D” (Default) is automatically assigned to 

it. Use the Visual Assist  to see a list of acceptable values for this field and the 

Estimates at Completion (EAC) section of the Job Cost Training Materials page for 

more information on Methods of Computation. 
 

Enter the desired information into the MC (Method of Computation) field then press 

the Tab key or click in the Department field. 
 

13.  The Department field is the last required field to be entered when setting up an 

Account. Departments provide an additional level of sorting on Cost Reports and can be 

used via Data Selections for reducing the amount of data in a report. This is a required 

field so leaving it blank is not an option, however there is an option for “000” (N/A) if 

you do not wish to use Departments. Use the Visual Assist  to see a list of 

acceptable values for this field. 
 

 
 

Enter the desired Department and then click into the next row in the JDE Grid. 
 

http://help.tutorperini.com/jde-reference-materials/jde-job-cost-training-materials/
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14.  Repeat Steps #6 – 13 to enter additional Accounts. 

15.  When complete entering Accounts, click the Save button. 
 

 
 

16.  Click the Close button. 
 

 
 

End of Procedure. 
 

 The options fields in the grid in the Setup Accounts on Job Master program are as 

follows: 
 

UM (Unit of Measure): Used to assign a Unit of Measure to the Account. 

Original Units / Amounts: Used to Setup Original Budgets. 

Worker’s Comp Insurance (WCI) Code: Used to assign a Worker’s Comp code to 

the Account. 

Bill Y/N: Used in Contract & Service Billing. 

Bid Item: Used as an additional sort function on the Total Job Cost (TJC) Report. 

Suppress Values: Used to suppress lines on the Total Job Cost (TJC) Report. 

Self-Performed: Used for classification purposes only, no additional functionality. 

Reimbursable: Used for classification purposes only, no additional functionality. 

Alternate Cost Code: Allows for assigning a user-defined alternate cost code that can 

then be pulled into custom reporting (i.e. an Owner account number in a custom Reports 

Now Report). 

Alternate Cost Type: Allows for assigning a user-defined alternate cost type that can 

then be pulled into custom reporting (i.e. an Owner account type in a custom Reports 

Now Report). 

3rd Account Number: Not used. 

Adjustment Only: Not used. 

Unit Cost: Automatically populated with Unit Cost when Original Units and Original 

Amount are populated. Can also be used to calculate Original Amount if Original Units 

and Unit Cost are populated. 

Rt. Cd.: Not used. 

CAT 7: Used on Accounts for which units should be rolled up to the Header account. 

See the Quantities section of the Job Cost Training Materials page for more information 

on this field. 
 

Use the Visual Assist  to see a list of acceptable values for these fields. If no Visual 

Assist appears when you click in the field, then the field is free form. 
 

 

http://help.tutorperini.com/jde-reference-materials/jde-job-cost-training-materials/

